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Lead validation platforms
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The problem wit* this approach was that
many of the key disease events, such as
metastasis, did not occur in the wnograft
models—limiting the predictive value of the
approach. To overcome this limitation, the
next step was to develop and test human can-
cer cell Tines. The NCT currently has 60
human tumor lines, representing all major
malignancies, which it uses to test lead com-
pounds. This approach is currently also
employed by many drug-development com-

jteJnJes, but ic must be remembered that these
cfep Juies may not always reflect human can-

dT
because theym cr»«Mcn based on their

arhflJJty to propagHte In vitro, outside the nor-
mal host environment. Nevertheless, the
NCI's .screening based on human -cell lines
hep produced about 5.000 agents with antitu-
mor activity1 from screen* of over flO.000
potential anticancer compounds. Of these
5,000 leads, an NCI database search that
excludes those leads without novel mccha-

Table 1. SclGi:r.4jrl s

By definition, the pharmaceutical Industry Is

based on the ability to successfully screen
drug candidates. The approach of taking
molecules from various sources and testing
them initially in some kind of nonhujrwn
system that mimics a human disease is a hail-
mark of modern drug discovery and the
pharmaceutical industry's growth.

With the advent of such technologies as
combinatorial chemistry, however, the tradi-
tional problems of lead generation no longer
represent a bottleneck in drug
development. The real issue now
is not how many new compounds
cart one discover, but rather how
many can one validate as poten-
tial therapeutic candidates for

Further development—on a daily

basis.

This so-called lead validation

problem is $o daunting that tech-

nologies that accurately deliver a

continue/dfscontinue prediction

70% of the time are deemed 'very

successful" and highly sought,

after. Which technologies will be
able to break open this bottleneck

in drug development?

Historical perspective
The ability to rapidly screen drug
candidate has developed dra-
matically over the past 50 years.

Screening targets for cancer is a

good example of this evolution.

The US National Cancer
Institute (NCF; Bethesda, MD)
began formal screening efforts .in

1955 to systematically find new
anticancer compounds that had
just begun to appear in early

experiments!. The NC[ began this

program with mouse models of
leukemia., sarcomas, and carcino-

mas. Yet after 20 years of experi-

mentation, NCI researchers

found that they had developed
agftnts that cured cancer In mire
but were largely Ineffective in

humans. From 1975 onward, NCI
researchers refocused their testing

strategy on xenograft mouse
models, Human tumors were
transplanted into Immunoaup-
pressed mice and compounds
were tested on their ability to
limit or kill these tumors.
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nbms of actJon ha* selected 1,200 of these
compounds for further testing.

Many high-throughput approaches today
use automated one-co-one binding assays. In
tills approach, a target of Interest, such as an
enzyme known to be Involved in a disease, is

exposed to potential inhibitors in an enzyme-
fnnctlon test While this approach makes
sense spr/or)—and forms the cornerstone of
nearly all current commercial vacation pro-
grams—in actual practice its accuracy is con-
strained by the fundamental assumption that
a good in vitro inhibitor of en enzyme will
also work In the clinic. To overcome this

problem, the next generation of high-
throughput lead-validation platforms may be
based on combinations of automated cellular

assays, and cell-rree * molecular drug
response cascades,"

Current state

The so-caJJed cionogenlc assay represents
another aspect of the cellular assay. Here, the
patient's own tumor cells arc cultured in
vitro, and potential drugs tested against them
for one? that work specifically on that cancer.

Comparisons of a specific agent 5 effect on a

xenograft mouse model versus a cionogenlc
assay reveaf significant differences. For exam-
ple, colon cancer cells In xenografts respond
to radiation and disappear largely because
they are deficient in cell-cycle signaling

checkpoint systems regulating regrowth,
whereas a cionogenlc assay of similar cells Is

unaffected by the checkpoint deficiency3 .

Companies are now developing dedicated
cell-based assays in order to automate the
process for more high-speed lead validation

(see Table 1). These assays all attempt to

more closely mimic a specific disease state

than is possible through xenograft or clon-
genic assays. For example, Rational

Therapeutics ha? developed an ex vivo apop-
tosis (EVA) assay, which detects the differen-

tial morphology of tumor cells as they under-
go cell death (apoptosis) In response to am>

probing further refinement of the one-to-
one imermoiecular interactions approach is

proving to be a key component of many
ambitious screening programs. Most of these
approaches employ technologies that allow
more sensitive detection and quantification
in b high-throughput format.

For example, confocal microscopy
enables the detection of faint and/or small
fluorescent signals by eliminating fluorescent

The key lead validation

challenge is the develop-
ment of high-throughput

screens that also provide
clinically useful informa-

tion. Inevitably, there is

a tradeoff between
the ease and speed of

a test, and value of the

information it gives.

Ught that Is outside the plane offocus. Evotec
BioSystems is Incorporating a version of con-
focal microscopy called fluorescence correla-

tion spectroscopy (FCS) into an automated
ultrahigh-throughput screening system that
the company calls EVOscreen. It enables the
quantification of parameters such as fluores-

cence half-life, energy transfer, brightness,

and spectral shift, which can be interpreted
by Customized software as molecular binding
constants, polymerization of molecules, con-
formational changes in proteins, or cellular

events such as transcription, signal transduc-
tion, or endocytosls.

cancer agents3
. Another company. Synaptic

Pharmaceutical inserts cloned human recep-
tor genes Into cell lines and screens Tor com-
pounds that bind to target receptor sub-
types4

. Acacia Biosciences usr* yeast cells to

profile their response to lead compounds at

the level of specific gene mutations, and also

phenotypic responses5
, Exelixls

Pharmaceuticals uses whole model organ-
isms whose genome is essentially known,
such as the fruit fly Drosophila metenogaster
and the nematode Ceenorhabtfids elegans, to
test mutations and phenotypic responses as
lead validation screens. Small Molecule
Therapeutics (now MorphoChem) is deveJ-
oping microbial screens and assays based on
the transmembrane reepptor tyrosine kinase
system,

In addition to these celMlne based assays,

Industry challenges
The key lead validation challenge is the devel-
opment of high-throughput screens that also

provide clinically usefur information.
Inevitably, there Is a tradeoff between the

ease and .speed of a test, and value of the
Information it gryes. For screens based on
intermodular interactions where the target

is either free in solution or Immobilized on a
surface, miniaturization and robotic liquid

handling present a technical limitation. For
these assays, the synthesis of appropriately
labeled molecules for fluorescence or radio-
metric measurements fa not always easy.

Molecules derlvatized in such ways often lose

the specific biological activities that made
them useful tools in the first place.

Recombinant methods often help in such
cases. For example, DNA topoisomerase has
been engineered to contain a biatln segment
that enabled the cloned fusion protein to be
purified From crude cell extracts bv.qrrenia.

yjdin-coatcd scintillation proximity beads
Thi* assay allowed the enzyme to be purified
aAd fOso to be scresned with inhibitor com-
fajiunds". Several dedicated Instruments have
boen developed to handle nanoliter volumes
Irj multi-well plate formats and also on chips.
Cbmpsnies that have developed such systems
ft elude .Evotec, CartesiAn Engineering
fljlurham, NC)

, Pack* rd Instrumem
Company (Pn(o Alio, CA), Caliper
Technologies, Aurora Biosciences. IJL
8: oSystem*. and others.

Another challenge to the Industry is that
Ifliid validation assays at* limited by the
intrinsic difficulties of the particular cell or
otganism models they depend on. Such
asbays are essentially determined by the
nature of the biological event that the drug
lajrf will play a role in. Sometimes the event
Jsjsimuiaced in a cell model, and In this case
tffe assay is limited by the inherent difTicul-

tifes of the model. For example, cell death or
apoptosis is a major biological event that
correlates with cancer, where the latter actu-

ally inhibits normally occurring apoprosis.
Hpre, the idea Is to develop anti-cancer
agents that induce apoptosis in cancer cells.

Lejad validation assays, therefore, focus on
agoptosis -specific events, such as the expres-

sion of apoptosls-causlng genes in cell mod-
el*7

. The limitation here is that these assays

fir*; transient transfection ones, where the
apoptosis genes are induced transiently and
ofWt produce too much of the desired pro*
tev*>. thus Invelidating the assay. There is,

therefore, a constant effort to improve these
asjjays and make them 35 physiologically rel-

evant as possible.

Twe future

Advances In our understanding of molecular
paprways and cascades within cells, such as
signal transduction and apoptosis, which are
at] the heart of many disease conditions,
promise to provide highly specific assays for
disease states. Inappropriate signal transduc-
tidn cascades, for example, are Implicated in
cabter, autoimmune, inflammatory, neuro-

tome, and cardiovascular disorders. Reagents
thut enable the dissection nf these cascades,
su- :h as highly specific antibodies and small

macule modulators, arc becoming available

from companies such as Upstate
Bilrfechnology (Lake Placid, NY) and others.

Thjefce reagents can be used togerher with
standardized eel] lines In automated high-
thjoughput formats to validate potential
leafeft In terms of specific Effect? on disease-
spAtfftc molecular cascades. Whether celi-

bated or cell-free, such molecular drug
response cascades an? (Jfccly to offer Informs
ticjh.that is more clinically relevant than cur-
rerit high-throughput validation Systems,
antt offer, therefore, significant prnmise™ lne5C <*»-'"1« °a*=° assays, purmed from crude celJ extracts bv stroma. tnU*A ti....^.l.

.
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tion issue of drug development
In addition, lead validation assays wfH

take more farms than at present and benefit
from novel approaches. For example, the
use of quantitative polymerase chain reac-
tion (PCR) in animal models of leukemia
can help predict che survival of the animals
when treated with different drugs8

. Here,
quantitative PCR is used to measure tumor
burden In the animals, which will decrease
as a result of any therapeutic benefit from
anticancer leads.

Finally, the increasing integration oFlead
validation assays into systematic lead devel-

opment efforts will also become more com-
monplace. For example, DMA gyrase cat-

alyzes the condensation of the DNA struc-

ture, and is therefore a significant target for
novel drug discovery of anti-cancer agents,

anti-microbials, and anti-virals. Tn a recent
report, random screening of lead libraries

failed to produce good lead inhibitors of the
enzyme- However, the Integration of in sili-

co screening for novel small inhibitors, lead

validation assays based on biased hjgh-
t.hroughput DNA gyrase screens and bio-
physical menbods, and a systematic lead

Optimization process has produced an
Inhibitor 10-fold more potent than the
known Inhibitor novobiocin0

.

Conclusions
With combinatorial chemistry libraries nearly
ubiquitous in the dru^-devetopment commu-
nity, millions ofpotential drug leads are being
screened (see Combinatorial chemistry, pp.
50-52), The methods described here are

ft will be a synthesis of the
information derived from
as many of these screening
techniques as possible that
will provide the most
important insights into the

behavior of a lead in a
clinical setting.

aimed at providing critical data that will help
decide which. Ifany, will be developed further
as therapeutics. The central issue these meth-
ods must address Is whether they provide
information that is clinically relevant

For high-throughput screens based on the

interaction ofa target molecule with Jead com-
pounds in isolation, there Is little clinical con-
text to lend confidence to their results, unless

they are highly specific in mimicking a disease

;
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st^te. At the other end of the scale, cell Jines

tfjohed for geirotypic and phenotypic response
d incorporate more of n clinical context than
iWo molecules Jn solution, but are not
dnSenable at present to standardized high
drcroughput.

The future is very exciting in this area,

bs cause of advance? in instrumentation that
er able the handling ofvery small quantities of
ceSUs and reagents, and also the development
of various detection methods that report the
occurrence of specific molecular events, [t Is

nSbst likely that it will be a synthesis af the
ItSformation derived from as many of these
serening techniques as possible that will pro-
vMe the most Important insights into the
behavior of a lead In r clinical setting.

Rfyrfnted from Nature IfcotechnnlOFy IS, Z0Q-J01
($98).
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